ABC 6th Grade

Marine Science Unit

Tides Case
The King of Tides Adapted from Internet for Classrooms

Introduction
"OK, here's the deal." The gruff inspector snarled as
he spoke to the team of detectives. "For a long time
people have been blamin' things on the moon! People
claim to be crazy because of it, lovers claim to be
under its spell, and even hospitals blame the full moon
for loaded emergency rooms." "Yeah!", one of the
newer members of the team replied flippantly, "So
what's new?" The rest of the team let out a sigh. Now
the whole team was in for it! "I'll tell you what's new,
Mr. Smartypants," the inspector glowered at each of
them, "Now some nutcase has brought charges
against the moon for causing the tides! And, it’s your
job to bring me proof one way or another!" The
inspector turned back toward his desk. They thought
he was through. He wasn't! He turned back to the
team, pointed his finger and said, "And you only have
three days to solve the case. Now get started!

Task

If you are going to collect evidence against the moon, there are three
things you must know:
1. What are tides?
2. What is the difference between spring tides and neap tides?
3. What are diurnal tides, semidiurnal tides, and mixed tides?

After you know the answer to each of the questions above,
you will need to collect more information: See Next Page.

Picture Ideas
Pictures

Draw pictures of the
earth during different
phases of the moon

Tables

Table showing water
levels

Graphs

Graph showing the
differences in water
levels.

Written Written evidence with an
introduction, body, and
conclusion.

Resources
Find the following:
A record of tide levels for a calendar
month from three different locations:
Eastern United States location
Western United States location
Asian location
A calendar showing the phases of the
moon for the same calendar month.

Process

Your first step will be to prepare a preliminary
report answering the first three questions
stated in the Task section. All of your
information is to come from the Internet.
(Caution! Some of these web sites may
have already come to the conclusion that
the moon is guilty. You cannot adopt that
conclusion until you have proof.)

Gather Information &
Provide an Answer
With all of the information available you must
answer two questions:
Dauphin Island – Aerial View

o
o
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Can you find a pattern that will
convince the jury that the moon is
responsible for the tides?
If the moon is guilty, does it have an
accomplice that contributes to
causing the tides?

oNOAA's Oceanographic Products and Services Division

provides a very complete description of Our Restless
Tides: a brief explanation of the astronomical factors
which produce tides.
oThe Department of Physics & Astronomy at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville has a very good lesson on
tides with a good diagram of spring tides and neap tides.

o

Michael J. Pidwirny, Ph.D., of the Department of
Geography, Okanagan University College, British
Columbia presents a very good summary of ocean tides

Find all data for last month. It is recommended that you use
both of the sources listed below; the first is more visual and
the second has good details. Record this information in
Word, Excel, or on paper.

oStarDate has a Moon Phases Calculator that shows a nice visual for the month of your choice. On

the right side you can find the dates and times for specific phases, but the phases are not named,
just pictures.

oThe U. S. Naval Observatory astronomical applications department lists dates and times for the four
major moon phases based on the year.

Now find tide data for three locations. When you select a location you will see a data table of the last
2 days. To find the actual data for your project scroll to the bottom of the page where you will see
"Prediction Options." Scroll down to "Select presentation options," and use the pull down menu to
change the length of time to display from 2 days to 4 weeks. Just under that, check the box to
"Suppress sunrise/sunset and lunar information." In the next section, "Starting time and time display
options," change the current month to the first day of the previous month. After making those
changes, click on the gray button that is labeled, "Make prediction using options." Do the same for
each location chosen.
• Eastern United States location - Maine to Virginia | North Carolina to Florida Keys
• Western United States location - Washington to California
• Asian location - Northern sites (except Japan) | Japan | Southern sites |
Once you get to the tide information, find the tide data for the 4 days when the four major moon
phases happened last month. Copy this into Word, Excel, or on paper.
For your report you must rely on data that you collect and evaluate. You may write your information,
data table, and graph by hand on paper or using Word or Excel. Final presentation may be a talk,
performance, movie, or technology aided presentation.
Sources may be found on the Marine Science Symbaloo on our website.
Uh oh... I hear the Inspector calling; I think he is ready for his report. Better hurry!

Category Criteria
Group

5 – All members of the group collaborated and contributed to the project.

Participation

4 – All members contributed but members did not communicate effectively.
3 – All members worked on the project but the work was not equally shared.
2 – One group member completed most of the work on the project.
1 – Members of the group did not agree on the project/did not finish.

Quality of

5 – Evidence clearly shows "guilty" or "not guilty" decision regarding the moon, and accomplice is unmistakable.

Supporting

4 – Evidence is shown but the facts are not completely presented.

Evidence

3 – Evidence is available but leaves audience confused
2 – Evidence supported “guilty” or “not guilty” decision, but an accomplice is not clear.
1. – Offered no evidence for “guilty” or “not guilty” decision.

Presentation 5 – Tides were clearly and completely explained with pictures and words.
Complete

4 – Tides were clearly explained with either pictures or with words.
3 – Reasons for tides were explained but some questions remained and information was not clear
2 - Tides were explained and presented, but no pattern was suggested.
1 - Tides were not explained, and decision was not presented with no pattern was suggested.

Creativity of

5 – Presentation showed creative efforts and evidence of unusual thinking of the team members.

Presentation 4 – Presentation showed either creativity or unusual thinking.
3 – Members of the team completed project as assigned.
2 - Tides were explained and project was complete, but members did not present it to the class.
1 – Team members did not complete a project or presentation.

